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‘We Gained A Little Patch of Ground’: Reflections on Eight Years of 

Postgraduate Research in Conflict Archaeology 

Dr. Jennifer Novotny 
The Scottish Civic Trust 

Jen is an archaeologist and historian with research interests in the material culture of conflict, as 

well as community heritage, history, and archaeology. She is the Project Officer for the Scottish Civic 

Trust's Diverse Heritage programme, which aims to get people of all ages, backgrounds, and abilities 

excited about heritage, working together to care for the past while learning from one another. 

Through co-designed workshops, activities, and events, Diverse Heritage brings together people to 

create strategies for more inclusive local heritage that celebrates our shared past. Jen has a MLitt 

(Distinction) in Battlefield Archaeology and a PhD in Archaeology from the University of Glasgow. 

 

Dr. Natasha Ferguson 
Guard Archaeology 

Natasha is currently the Post-Excavation Manager at GUARD Archaeology Ltd based in Glasgow. She 

has recently worked with the National Trust for Scotland, and in the National Museums Scotland as 

part of the Treasure Trove Unit, which included raising the profile of post-medieval and early 

modern battle-related artefacts reported by hobbyist metal detectorists. Natasha did her doctoral 

research in the Centre for Battlefield Archaeology on the impact and contribution of hobbyist metal 

detectorists on sites of conflict. Currently she has an active research interest in WWII archaeology 

and the material culture of displacement as objects of material witness to conflict in co-ordination 

with the University of Helsinki’s Lapland’s Dark Heritage Project 

 

 

Fragments of Lost Things – Approaches to Interpreting the Collections of 

the Scapa Flow Museum, Orkney 

Allan Carswell 
Independent 

Allan Carswell is as a freelance curator, researcher and historian. Since 2005, he has worked on a 

wide range of projects including special exhibitions, museum redevelopments, specialist research 

projects and the interpretation of various heritage sites both throughout the UK and overseas. Prior 

to this, Allan worked for over twenty years as a curator for the National Museums of Scotland, based 

mainly at the National War Museum in Edinburgh Castle. From this, he has gained an excellent 

working knowledge of British military collections as well as an understanding of their intrinsic value 

and significance. 
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What is 'War Through Other Stuff' and who decides? 

Dr. Laura Harrison 
University of Glasgow 

Dr Laura Harrison is a scholar of commemoration, medievalism and digital heritage. She recently 

completed an AHRC Creative Economy Engagement Fellowship at the University of Glasgow, where 

she explored playful engagement with new technologies at neglected heritage sites, and she is 

currently working on programming for the Abu Dhabi Science Festival with Edinburgh Science. Laura 

finished her PhD at the University of Edinburgh in 2018, where she studied the role of local identity 

in the commemoration of the medieval Scottish Wars of Independence in the nineteenth century. 

She is a co-founder of the War Through Other Stuff Society and the Scottish History Network, and 

Assistant Editor of the journal The Year's Work in Medievalism. 

 

Dr. Lucie Whitmore 
Museum of London 

Lucie Whitmore is a fashion curator and historian with a particular interest in the relationship 

between fashion and war, and the capability of objects to tell stories of women’s lives. She is Fashion 

Curator at the Museum of London, where she cares for a dress and textile collection spanning six 

centuries and 24,000 objects. In 2019 she completed her PhD at the University of Glasgow. Her 

thesis was titled Fashion Narratives of the First World War and used the First World War as the lens 

through which to explore women’s fashion in Britain. She is co-founder of War Through Other Stuff, 

a society dedicated to exploring the non-military history of war.   

 

‘These Spots of Excavation Tell’: The Ker Papers, Early Visitor Accounts and 

the Archaeology of Waterloo 

Professor Tony Pollard 
The Centre for Battlefield Archaeology 

University of Glasgow 
Professor Tony Pollard is the Director of the Centre for Battlefield Archaeology and a Professor of 

Conflict History and Archaeology. He is convener of the MSc in Conflict Archaeology & Heritage run 

through the Centre for Battlefield Archaeology, the first course of its type. He has carried out 

battlefield and conflict related archaeological projects in the UK, mainland Europe, Africa and South 

America. Since 2015, he has been one of the archaeological directors of Waterloo Uncovered 

archaeological survey of the Waterloo Battlefield. Other projects directed by Tony include the first 

investigation of the Culloden battlefield, the identification of the site of the 1314 Battle of 

Bannockburn, and the excavation of escape tunnels related to the Great Escape at the infamous 

German POW camp, Stalag Luft III in Poland.  
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The Role of Scottish Ecclesiastical Buildings in Violence and Conflict 

Kurt Readman 
Archaeology, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

I am conducting research into ecclesiastical buildings such as churches, cathedrals and abbeys in 

Scotland concerning their role in violence and conflict. Beginning from the reign of David I after his 

period of founding religious buildings in the 12th century and finishing in the early modern period 

including the Reformation and the Jacobite period. This paper will look to question the practicalities 

of Sanctuary and the architecture of churches to evaluate the defensive role that these buildings can 

play. Particular attention will be paid to the tower houses that when included in ecclesiastical 

architecture are identified as solely statements on the lordly dominion of God and the bishops of 

Scotland in the pre-reformation period, whereas when tower houses are included in domestic 

architecture, such as castles, they are classified as prime defensive structures. By evaluating the 

practical defensive abilities of the towers of churches and through documentation, I will review how 

contemporaries used churches in each of the above periods. From first glance, there seems to be a 

very neat timeline of the uses of churches as places of protected space by God until the reformation 

when damage to churches becomes wholesale. In the post-reformation period in Scotland, physical 

damage of churches is visible today as they have been as bases for attack and defence despite the 

changing face of fortresses. However, it is not as simple as this. Churches have always played a 

strong role in conflict in Scotland; I will seek to explain how and why. 

 

Speaker 

Kurt Readman is currently a Postgraduate student at the University of Glasgow, having recently 

submitted his final dissertation for a Master’s in Conflict Archaeology and Heritage at the University 

of Glasgow. He previously completed his Undergraduate degree in History at the same university, 

focusing on medieval history, particularly the Norman invasion of England and the role that rebellion 

and treason have played in English and British history. He has previously worked on a review of the 

effectiveness of Hugh du Puiset as bishop of Durham in the late 12th century and maintains an 

interest in the political influence that the ecclesiastical world held in the medieval period.  
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Remembering the Crusades in Fifteenth-Century England. 

James Gallacher 
History, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

Crusading was a religious movement involving pious motivation on behalf of an individual, the 

incentive of remission of sins, papal authorisation, and the justification of holy war. This paper 

explores the phenomenon of crusade memory in fifteenth-century England. The cultural landscape 

of late medieval Europe was saturated with mnemonic devices involving the memory of the 

Crusades and crusading including texts, liturgical artefacts of rituals, heraldry, sepulchral 

architecture, and other forms of material culture such as weapons and armour. Memories were 

further recounted and recast across late medieval society by other means such as in tomb epitaphs 

and the patronage of religious institutions, and together they collectively recalled the Crusades and 

the deeds of those who partook in them. Using these sources, this paper examines how the image 

and memory of the Crusades were shaped and transmitted in court culture and within individual 

noble families, especially those with strong traditions of crusading forebears. It demonstrates how 

the Crusades were still prominent in the mindset of the fifteenth-century aristocracy, influencing 

their perceptions, their actions, and their identities as well as practices of commemoration. The 

paper thus contributions to our understanding of the enduring significance of ideas of holy war and 

its cultural expression in the later Middle Ages. 

 

Speaker 

James Gallacher received his BA (Hons) in History and Music at Cantebury Christ Church University in 

2015 and has since acquired a MLitt in History and MSc in Museum Studies from the University of 

Glasgow. He is currently undertaking PhD research into the memory of the Crusades and crusading 

in fifteenth-century England, France, and Burgundy. His research concentrates on the cultural 

mechanisms behind the formation and perpetuation of ideals of crusading amongst the late 

medieval aristocracy, and it asks how deeply ingrained crusader stereotypes had become in 

fifteenth-century ideas of chivalric rulership. 
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The Archaeology of Roman Siege 

Dr. Joanne E. Ball 
University of Liverpool 

 

Abstract 

While battlefield assemblages usually represent a single conflict event taking place during a short 

period of time, perhaps only a few hours, siege assemblages can encompass months of conflict, with 

numerous phases of activity. While such sites can be easier to identify in the archaeological record, 

there can be new methodological challenges raised in the study of such engagements. Unlike Roman 

battlefields, which have only undergone archaeological study in the last few decades, certain Roman 

siege sites - particularly in Israel (Masada, Yodfat, Gamla), Alésia in France, and Numantia in Spain - 

have been the subject of scholarly interest since the C19th. This research focused primarily on the 

substantial earthworks which were often created by the Roman army, and the fortifications they 

were besieging. The relative success of these early researches has, however, often served to 

marginalise the potential contribution of the spatial artefact distribution on Roman siege sites - am 

imbalance which is finally being addressed through the methodology of conflict archaeology. This 

paper will draw together the archaeological evidence for the process of Roman siege, and considers 

how new archaeological discoveries in artefact spatial distribution and earthworks around siege sites 

have altered our perception of this conflict process. Evidence is drawn both from the archived 

excavation reports from major siege sites, and from a range of newly discovered smaller-scale 

Roman sieges and settlement attacks, which were undocumented in the historical record. It argues 

that Roman sieges were far more complex than the historical record suggests, particularly in respect 

to the defensive measures taken by the besieged populations. It also addresses also the problematic 

aftermath of such conflicts, particularly the reoccupation of captured forts and settlements by either 

the Roman army or displaced populations. 

 

Speaker 

Dr. Ball completed her PhD in Archaeology at the University of Liverpool in 2016, following on from a 

PhD in Ancient History and Archaeology (Liverpool) and an MA in Ancient World Studies 

(Manchester). Her PhD explored the methodological approaches to Greek and Roman battlefield 

archaeology. After completing this, she has continued research in this area, presenting at numerous 

conferences and writing several research papers on the topic. She is a University Teacher and 

Honorary Research Fellow at the University of Liverpool. She is also a member of the organising 

committee for the Fields of Conflict conference series. 
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Denmark’s Concrete Past 

Camilla Damlund 
Centre for Battlefield Archaeology 

 

Abstract 

In Denmark the most obvious and persistent evidence of the Second World War takes the form of 

concrete bunkers dotting the landscape. This is especially true of the west coast of the peninsula of 

Jutland; here, the structures were part of an enormous chain of bunkers stretching from the 

French/Spanish border to the northern tip of Norway, protecting occupied Europe from Allied 

invasion. These bunkers remain today and have become an integral part of the landscape of the 

west coast. This paper seeks to explore the ways in which this tangible proof of the occupation by a 

foreign power has been assimilated into Danish culture, and how the Danish people react to and 

engage with these structures. It will deal with the various ways the bunkers have been used by the 

people both officially and unofficially: as museums, as parts of art installations, as shelters for local 

carousing youth, and as canvasses for graffiti both irreverent and containing messages connected to 

the war. The paper will furthermore explore the strange juxtaposition between the public outrage at 

their removal and the laissez-faire attitude towards their presentation and preservation. In this way 

the paper aims to explore the way this dark heritage from the war, something built at the behest of 

the German occupying force, has been reclaimed by the Danish, and has been made simultaneously 

both important and unimportant in terms of the Danish culture. 

 

Speaker 

Camilla Damlund received her BA in English Language, Literature and History from the University of 

Southern Denmark (2016) and her MLitt in Conflict Archaeology and Heritage from University of 

Glasgow (2017), with a dissertation on the cultural heritage of the island of Fanø's WWII coastal 

defences. Her research interests include dark heritage, internment and confinement, and the 

archaeology of genocide. 
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“Breaching the Iron Curtain”: The Effects of Soviet Memorialization on 

Eastern European Countries 

Garrett Laing 
Archaeology, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

This paper endeavours to create a better understanding of how the countries of the former Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR, or Soviet Union) reconciled their political past with their future 

through their interactions with Soviet monuments following the collapse of the Soviet Union on 

Christmas Day, 1991. The paper will be formatted in a case-study manner, with 3 major areas of 

focus: Russia’s evolving attitude towards Soviet monumentation beginning after World War II; the 

attitude of Yugoslavia and Albania towards Soviet/Communist monuments, where Communism was 

created naturally after World War II; and other countries attitudes towards the monuments where 

the Russian government had a more active hand in the rise of communism (Poland, Bulgaria, 

Czechoslovakia, the Balkans… etc.). One aspect of the research will be desk-based assessments 

focusing on the use of books written pre- and post- dissolution, as well as articles from pre- and 

post- Soviet newspapers and journals. Additional primary and secondary sources will also be 

considered. Another important aspect of the research will be the development of a GIS-based map 

of Soviet monuments in the countries where the Russian government was more active in 

institutionalizing Communism, in order to establish a pattern of forced cultural collective memory 

and the monuments’ use as a form of repression in areas where Communism was initially weak. This 

research is important in today’s political climate as the Russian government continues to have a 

tenuous relationship with the American government reminiscent of the Cold War era. Additionally, 

in recent years it has claimed and annexed areas of the former Soviet Union that have been part of 

independent countries since 1991, the most important among them being Crimea in 2014. The 

reasons given for this annexation mirror Soviet interventions in Eastern Europe after World War II 

ended. 

 

Speaker 

Garrett Laing is a student who is currently pursuing a MLitt degree in Conflict Archaeology and 

Heritage at the University of Glasgow. He completed his undergraduate studies in 2017 at Hardin-

Simmons University in Abilene, Texas with a major in History. His areas of interest are colonial, 

World War I, and Cold War archaeology.  
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Commemoration and Contested Heritage: An Archaeological Approach to 

the Border in Northern Ireland During the Troubles and their Legacy 

Lynn Powell 
University of the Highlands & Islands, Orkney 

 

Abstract 

My paper aims to explore archaeological approaches to the contested heritage of Northern Ireland 

during and after the Troubles. It will do this by focusing on the material culture of the Border 

(physical installations/remnants/artefacts that are the product of, or a response to, the conflict) to 

see what knowledge can be reached through the material traces left behind as well as the effects 

these traces have on the people around them. Using a cultural biographical and case-study 

approach, I will examine the ways in which the Border’s contested heritage has been manipulated, 

re-appropriated and re-used in order to shape how the past is remembered in the context of a 

violent past and competing histories. (See the image below for an example of a Border memorial to 

the Troubles.) The aim is also to contribute to the growing debate on post-conflict commemoration, 

problematic histories and the role of ‘dark heritage’ by examining the processes involved in 

how/whether this materiality of opposition ‘becomes’ heritage and suggesting ways in which the 

border’s competing material remains might be managed as part of post-conflict commemoration in 

Northern Ireland. 

 

The Border Buster. At first glance this appears to be a simple JCB. In fact, it is a permanent memorial mounted on a plinth, 
resulting from the Troubles. It is located on the Border, near Kinawley. As a result of the British Army’s destruction of 
‘unapproved’ border roads, locals bought this JCB to fill in the craters or remove the obstacles and re-open the roads. 

 

Speaker 

My first academic career was in the field of West African history, with a Ph.D. in 1981 on the slave 

trade. After a late career change from university teaching to school inspection, I retired three years 

ago and decided to turn my attentions to further studies. Having gained an M.Litt in Orkney and 

Shetland Studies in 2016 with the University of the Highlands and Islands, I am now about to 

complete a further M.Litt in Archaeological Studies. My main interests archaeologically are in the 

field of conflict archaeology, the archaeology of the contemporary past and ‘dark’ heritage. 
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Past, Present, Future: How the Digital Age Keeps the Memory of Genocide 

Alive and Forthcoming Implications 

Samantha Blair Schwartz 
Archaeology, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

The internet has made an almost infinite amount of information more accessible to people across 

the globe. This has led to a trend of virtual museums with a strong online presence of cultural 

heritage, and archaeological artifacts and datasets. Within the field of conflict archaeology, and 

particularly within genocide archaeology, the relevant content is highly sensitive and emotional. 

Using the Holocaust, the Rwandan genocide, and the Armenian genocide as case studies, this paper 

will assess the benefits, disadvantages, and ethics of their online presence and the necessity of 

public education on these matters. This understanding will come from an evaluation of the virtual 

museums associated with these three genocides, as well as the available research that has been 

conducted on online cultural heritage representation and education. Specifically, looking at which 

artifacts from these genocides are selected, how they are presented, and how the existing 

sociopolitical situations surrounding the Holocaust, the Rwandan genocide, and the Armenian 

genocide generate funding for their online memory. This research was designed in a way to develop 

our knowledge of how these online forms of cultural heritage impact current views of genocide. An 

examination of the pros, cons, ethics, and insight of online patrons regarding their comprehension of 

genocide, will shed light on how to best represent these genocides and others, using archaeological 

resources, in the future. 

 

Speaker 

Samantha Blair Schwartz is receiving her master’s from the University of Glasgow in Conflict 

Archaeology and Heritage. Previously, she attended Southern Methodist University earning her B.S. 

in anthropology and B.A. in human rights and world languages. During her time at SMU, she worked 

in the Lab of Material Sciences assisting in collections management, NAGPRA repatriation, 3D 

artifact scanning, and soil sample processing from the Folsom Site. In 2016, she participated in a 

bioarchaeology field school excavating Medieval human remains in the Basque Country. More 

recently, Samantha assisted in the curation of a Maya archaeology exhibit at the Perot Museum of 

Nature and Science, interned with the National Park Service at Canyon de Chelly, and did CRM work 

before coming to Glasgow.  
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The Preservation and Presentation of Midget Submarine X-51 

James Rogers 
The Scottish Submarine Centre 

 

Abstract 

The preservation and presentation of large objects relating to military heritage can be problematic. 

In the case of submarines, the size and complex nature of these vessels present unique challenges to 

effective display and conservation in a museum setting. Difficulties faced by the premier submarine 

museum in the UK namely the Royal Navy Submarine Museum, Gosport illustrate problems that can 

arise. Their largest exhibit HMS Alliance lies exposed to the elements and costs a six figure sum each 

year in anti-corrosion measures. In addition, the wreck recovered Holland 1 required years of 

expensive preservative treatments and is exhibited under strict climate control with limited public 

access. By way of contrast, we have here in Scotland an award-winning indoor display of a Cold War 

vintage midget submarine X-51. The Scottish Submarine Centre (SSC) in Helensburgh which opened 

in 2018 was built with a comparatively small budget and employs state-of-the-art immersive sound 

and projection. The multi projector 4K system displays a full-scale digitalised version of the inside of 

the submarine on the outside of the hull making it possible to see in detail how the submarine 

operated. The exhibition highlights the role of high-quality digitalised images in enabling shared 

immersive experiences and demonstrates a novel way to show how heritage objects worked without 

having to disturb or dismantle the artefact. This paper will offer a review as to the success or 

otherwise of the methods used to preserve and present the last of the X Craft. 

 

Speaker 

After 35 years employed in aviation and following retirement, I sought to return to Glasgow 

University to pursue a dual interest in military history and archaeology. Completing a MLitt in 

Conflict Archaeology in 2018 I continue to maintain that interest by travel to battlefield sites and 

participating on recent digs as far afield as Waterloo and Glen Shiel. In November of this year I will 

fulfil a long-held ambition by visiting the battlefields of the Boer and Zulu Wars. Living in 

Helensburgh I take an active interest in the Submarine Centre and act as a volunteer guide in the SSC 
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Contextualising Exiled Heritage: Are Statue Parks A Solution for Contested 

Heritage? 

Claire Baxter 
Archaeology, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

Recent years have seen much debate around the world as to what to do with statues of people 

whose actions are now considered to be questionable – from Confederate generals in the USA, to 

Cecil Rhodes in the UK and South Africa, and colonial statues in Australia and New Zealand. Whilst 

some people believe that these statues should be taken down as they are no longer deserving of 

occupying prominent space in our cities and cause discomfort to marginalised communities, others 

fear that removing this difficult heritage will enable forgetting and a missed opportunity to use these 

monuments for education purposes. One solution that is frequently proposed is that of the post-

Soviet statue parks in Budapest, Lithuania and Moscow. From an archaeological point of view, 

preserving an artefact’s context is vital for that artefact to have any use for future study. In the case 

of the statues, it is not just their physical context, but also their historical and socio-political context 

which need to be preserved. So, whilst the parks preserve the statues themselves, how successful 

have they been in preserving the physical, historical, and socio-political contexts of the statues? 

Fieldwork undertaken over the summer of 2019 will examine how the three statue parks have gone 

about preserving context, how successful they have been, and whether any of these parks may be 

suitable as a model for contested statues in other parts of the world. 

 

Speaker 

Claire Baxter is from Melbourne, Australia but is currently undertaking a MLitt in Conflict 

Archaeology at the University of Glasgow. Her particular interests include contested heritage, 

memorialisation, and civilian experience of warfare. Having worked in international tourism for the 

last 11 years, Claire also has a great deal of interest in dark tourism, and recent visits have included 

sites such as Stalag Luft III, Chernobyl and the battlefields of Northern France. 
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Deutsch-Wagram revisited – archaeological evidence from the battle. 

Slawomir Konik 
Novetus GmbH 

 

Abstract 

In the course of the construction of the motorway S8 the Asfinag AG initiated archaeological surveys 

which lead to the determination of several sites of potential concern. Since March 2017 

archaeological excavations have been carried out by the company Novetus, on behalf of the Asfinag 

AG, in the municipalities Parbasdorf and Deutsch-Wagram (Lower Austria). The route of the 

motorway cuts through the area of the military camp base of the Austrian forces established from 

Mai to June 1809 and the battlefield area itself, close to Wagram, where from 5th to 6th of July 

1809, the largest military confrontation between France and Austria during the Napoleonic Wars 

took place. This battle was the 3rd largest of its time and the largest battle on Austrian ground until 

World War II. The archaeological investigations cover only a relatively small area of the former 

battlefield (14 ha, presumably 0.1 % of the total battlefield area). Nevertheless, the first conducted 

systematic archaeological research in that area revealed large quantities of findings. 15,000 objects 

were recovered of which about 9,000 can be dated to the year 1809. The vast archaeological record 

reflects mainly traces of the military camp or the battlefield itself. Additionally, 25 graves containing 

a total number of 60 individuals were excavated. This archaeological and anthropological evidence 

gives insights into the daily life of the soldiers at the beginning of the 19th century. Our preliminary 

results already give evidence of the units taking part in battle and their states of health, and insights 

into the organisation of the military camps and the course of battle itself and in this paper, we would 

like to present selected examples of our investigations. 

 

Speaker 

Mag. Slawomir Konik – born in 1981 in Wadowice, graduate of the Jagiellonian University in Cracow 

(2007). Since 2003, worked on a various rescue excavation projects in Poland, Austria and Germany 

as self-employed, firm owner and since 2016 co-owner of Vienna archaeological company Novetus 

GmbH. Conducted excavations since 2007 e.g. at Potzneusiedl (2010-roman burial ground), 

Jedenspeigen (2008-2011 La Tene settlement) and Donaualtheim (2013 Iron age burial mound 

ground).  Since 2017 excavations leader on S8 highway project on the battlefield of Wagram in 

Austria. In 2018 volunteer co-worker on an IPN project “Search of a burial places and identification 

of totalitarian victims in Poland”. 
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Archaeological Perspectives on the Battle of Waterloo: The value of detail 

Emiel Picard 
Wateroo Uncovered 

 

Abstract 

One of the most found artefacts on battlefields are lead projectiles. Lead shot analysis is still an 

undeveloped technique for analysing battlefields. So far, only a handful of studies have been done 

on this subject. However, lead shot analysis can provide a large amount of information. It is a time-

consuming effort, while it can complement existing historic sources (or contradict). A methodology 

for analysing lead shot in the field can make a difference. Thorough historic research is needed 

before you can start analysing the individual lead shot. You have to know who fought there and 

what type of weapons the forces were equipped with. Through the analysis you can match the lead 

shot calibre, with a specific type of weapon. With this information, you can create a distribution 

pattern, which can provide information on the battle. For example, pistol balls can suggest close 

combat. This research will not propose a new methodology for in the field, but it will try to increase 

our knowledge on lead shot analysis. This paper uses the work that has been, and is still being done, 

by project Waterloo Uncovered. Waterloo Uncovered is a non-profit organisation which helps 

serving and retired military personnel, through archaeology. At the same time, it brings together 

students and specialist in the field of (conflict) archaeology and history, from different nationalities.  

 

Speaker 

Emile Picard (27) comes from Leiden, the Netherlands. He has studied (Military) History at Leiden 

University and graduated with merit in Conflict Archaeology & Heritage at the University of Glasgow. 

He specialized in the analysis of lead shot, especially from the Napoleonic Era. 
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Buckles, Bowls and Bottles: Archaeology of A Confederate Guard Camp 

Dr. Ryan K. Mcnutt 
Georgia Southern University 

 

Abstract 

Prisoner of war camps were transitory and ephemeral, existing in a liminal state during warfare—

neither civilian, nor combatant, guards and prisoners experienced the camps while engaged and 

connected to conflicts emotionally, but distanced physically. Through this process they were 

structured as landscapes of symbolic violence against their internees through panopticonism. POW 

treatment was the bar each side’s morality were measured; and debates around Union POWs and 

access to medicine, clothing, and adequate food proves this rule. Camp Lawton, a Confederate camp 

for Union POWs was finished in September 1864, and abandoned by the last week of November 

1864, in advance of Sherman’s march to the sea. Previous research has documented dense areas of 

archaeological material related to POW loci; however, until recently, areas related to Confederate 

guards were unknown. For a holistic comparison of the lived experiences of POWS and guards at the 

camp, Confederate assemblages are essential for answering questions about access to goods and 

resources. This paper summarizes recent research and excavation of Confederate areas from Spring 

and Summer 2019, explores the results, and offers some initial comparisons and considerations of 

the material culture assemblage, its global nature, and the emerging picture of access to necessities 

and luxuries by Confederate guards, indicative of the banality of somatic violence experienced by 

Union POWs. The perspective of history is clouded by bias, nationalism, Lost Cause ideologies, and 

psychological trauma of the POWs themselves. To answer these debates, we must look to the 

trowel, and listen to the earth. 

 

Speaker 

Dr. McNutt earned his B.Sc. in Anthropology from Middle Tennessee State University, and MLitt and 

PhD in Archaeology from the University of Glasgow, specializing in conflict archaeology. His research 

interests include applications of LIDAR and GIS to research battlefield and conflict sites, power and 

dominance in the landscape, and violence on non-combatants. This includes the archaeology of 

internment, where place becomes transformed through social interaction into a space of the 

dominant and dominated, with social space organized in a grammar of control and constant 

observation.  He is currently Director of the Camp Lawton Archaeological Project at Georgia 

Southern University. 
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“Recovery through Recovery”: Charities using Conflict Heritage as Therapy 

Camile Machiels 
Archaeology, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

Several studies have shown that archaeology can successfully be used as rehabilitation for military 

veterans. This practice has also been effective with people suffering from mental illnesses and 

others marginalised by society. While several of these projects have been directly organised by 

universities, others are organised by charities, working alongside universities, commercial 

archaeology firms, or with independently hired archaeologists. This paper will seek to understand 

the functioning of these charities and, more importantly, how the archaeological research is carried 

out in this context with the aim at understanding if high quality archaeological research can be 

carried out while helping people in need. In order to understand this, this paper will look at two 

independent charities which are using conflict heritage as therapy. These two charities are: Waterloo 

Uncovered which uses archaeology as rehabilitation for veterans and the Skylark IX Recovery Trust 

which works with recovering drug users and alcoholics to renovate Skylark IX, a Dunkirk Little Ship. 

Three different elements will be looked at within both charities: the development of the projects 

and the funding; how the research is carried out; and the motivation of the participants. In order to 

understand these three elements, two methods were used. First, the information available to the 

public was be examined, and then, questionnaires were given to a staff member, archaeologists and 

participants of the projects. These questionnaires allowed for a better understanding of the material 

publicly available and a better understanding of how funding is acquired, how the research is 

undertaken, and participant motivation. 

 

Speaker 

Camille Machiels is a master’s student in Conflict Archaeology and Heritage at the University of 

Glasgow. In 2016, she travelled to Senegal and contributed to the research of the fortified village 

being investigated. Since 2017, she has volunteered with the Waterloo Uncovered charity as a field 

archaeologist, translator and tour guide. The charity has enlightened her interest in using 

archaeology as a form of therapy. She has recently submitted her dissertation which focuses on how 

charities can use conflict heritage as a form of therapy while, at the same time, producing 

archaeological research. 
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Battlefield Archaeologies, Re-enactment and Wargaming and notions of 

British identities 

Hillary Harrison 
University of Nottingham 

 

Abstract 

As part of my PhD at the University of Nottingham, I am studying the linked themes of battlefield 

archaeology, re-enactment and wargaming, focussing especially on the aspects of identities chosen 

for representation through the media of re-enactment/living history and how these same periods 

are represented by wargaming. The aim is to explore how these choices of which military pasts to 

represent may condition and reflect aspects of British identities in the present day. In today’s talk, I 

will be concentrating on one period in British history, examining the battle of Waterloo. I will be 

exploring why this era has been chosen to express aspects of national identities and is such a 

popular re-enactment and wargaming scenario. I will also be looking at how this has in the past and 

the present affected the battlefield and its surrounds and examining how the battle is reflected in 

both hobbies. The increasingly accurate reproduction of items for the use of re-enactors is also 

becoming a problem on those battlefields which allow re-enactments, as without specialist 

knowledge and expensive testing it is becoming increasingly difficult to tell the difference between 

original artefacts and new items.  The concluding part of this talk will be a brief look at this problem 

and how it can be alleviated without making the re-enactment (and wargaming) of the period very 

expensive, difficult to obtain equipment for, or unpopular. 

 

 

Biography 

I am a PhD candidate at the University of Nottingham and was formerly an officer in the British 

army.  Having gained a BA(Hons) and an MA(Res) in Early Medieval Archaeology I decided to 

combine my love of re-enacting and wargaming into an essential piece of research showing how 

these to hobbies have influenced archaeology (and also museums on all levels) and will continue to 

have an impact in the future.  As the Finds Officer for the charity ‘Waterloo Uncovered,’ I have 

unique access to a growing collection of artefacts and an insight as to how many items are dropped 

by re-enactors. 
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‘To Encounter Death’: When Young People Come Face-to-Face with Human 

Remains. 

Paul Hamilton 
University of Strathclyde 

 
Simon Verdegem 

Ruben Willaert bvba 
 

Abstract 

Following a successful crowdfunding campaign, Team Dig Hill 80 excavated a well-preserved German 

strongpoint at a ridge-top near the village of Wijtschate, Belgium. The dig itself was about more than 

battlefield archaeology; it was an international project with education, peace and reconciliation as 

its key principles. Staying true to these principles, a group of secondary school pupils from the 

United Kingdom visited Dig Hill 80 (as part of a battlefield tour) during June 2018 and were granted 

guided-access to the dig-site. Perhaps most significant though was that they were given the 

opportunity to witness the work being carried out to recover bodies from a comrades grave 

(Kameradengrab); a unique experience for these young people, dissonant from anything else they 

had seen or heard whilst visiting the Ypres Salient. This paper focuses on the reflections of these 

young people (captured through participant diaries and semi-structured interviews) and their 

thoughts about ‘death’, not only as it relates to their comprehension of the First World War, but also 

through their coming to terms with what was perhaps an unsettling (or unusual) experience when 

they found themselves face-to-face with human remains. For some, reflections on the brutality of 

conflict, and for others, reflections on the fragility of life - a cathartic experience. 

 

Speaker 

Paul is a Teacher of History and doctoral researcher. Prior to commencing his career as a teacher, 

Paul studied Law at Glasgow Caledonian University and graduated with an LL.B (Hons), followed by 

an M.A in Historical Studies from the University of Glasgow and a PGDE in Secondary Education from 

the University of Strathclyde. Paul’s doctoral research at the University of Strathclyde is related to 

the pedagogy of battlefield tourism. Paul is also an occasional contributor for historical and 

education related publications, and has consulted on a number of educational projects throughout 

the centenary of the First World War. 
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Analysing the Impact and Effect of German Air Raids over Glasgow in WWII 

Marc Conaghan 
Archaeology, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

In the early part of the Second World War, Glasgow was not as endangered as many other British 

cities due to its geographic location and the limited technological reach of the Luftwaffe. Therefore, 

its massive shipping and war productions effort was unhindered, a fact that was appreciated by the 

British High Command and one that didn’t go unnoticed by the Luftwaffe. By the spring and summer 

of 1940, with the occupation of Norway and France, Glasgow came within reach of the German 

bomber forces. The citizens of Glasgow watched the terrifying events of the Blitz in London and 

other cities and were lulled into a false sense of security, thinking that distance buffered them from 

mass air attacks. All of this changed in March 1941. March 13-15th 2019 marked the 78th 

anniversary of the devastating air attacks by the Luftwaffe on Clydeside. Clydebank, rightly 

commemorated and memorialised the events that occurred in their town – not just the devastation 

of infrastructure, but also the loss of their citizens. The City of Glasgow, however, did nothing. When 

people mention the attacks of March 1941, it’s assumed that they are talking about the ‘Clydebank 

Blitz’. Some scholars even argue that the intention of the Luftwaffe was to only attack Clydebank, 

and that Glasgow’s losses were simply collateral damage. Due to this lack of remembrance, there is a 

need to bring Glasgow’s story to the forefront - to describe what life was like in Glasgow during 

WWII, the effects the war had on the landscape of Glasgow, what tribulations Glaswegians faced and 

finally, to commemorate and memorialise those who died. My research is an attempt to bring the 

story of Glasgow in this period out of the shadows and once more into the light of the public 

consciousness. 

 

Speaker 

Marc Conaghan is a full time PhD Student in Archaeology at the University of Glasgow. Originally 

from Glasgow, he spent 12 years living in the United States where he worked in Politics. After he 

returned home to Scotland with his family, he completed an MLitt in Conflict Archaeology at the 

University of Glasgow focussing on the Heavy Anti-Aircraft defences of the Clyde Valley during WWII. 

He is currently in the 2nd year of his research focusing on the March 1941 Luftwaffe attacks on 

Clydeside, particularly the area of Greater Glasgow.    
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Tartan Tenko - Buried in the Paperwork 

Jon Cooper 
History, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

The ‘Tartan Tenko’ project is an investigation into the life and death of Scottish soldiers in Singapore 

in WW2. The opening shots of the project involves recovering and analysing the mountain of official 

paperwork written by the regimental adjutants and their staff from various archives held in 

museums and libraries around the world. However, there is another story to tell as the recovery of 

the papers and files revealed a hidden history of the fighting in Singapore and the early months of 

the internment in Singapore before the ‘Jocks’ were sent north to the hell of the Thai Burma 

Railway. Jon Cooper will talk about the trials and tribulations of gathering this information and the 

incredible story of the officers and men who risked their lives creating, maintaining and preserving 

these records in the worst possible circumstances. He will provide analysis and guidance as to the 

nature of this primary material as well as highlight the pitfalls of using these records as sources for 

further studies before relating some particularly intriguing plots and lines of enquiry. This is a story 

worth the paper it’s written on and a fascinating insight into how the researcher’s persistent can 

often lead into the murkier and unexplored history of life in the Far East in the 1940's.... and all 

before a single trowel is brandished in earnest! 

 

Speaker 

Jon Cooper is a part time Phd student in his third year studying at the Centre for Battlefield 

Archaeology at the University of Glasgow. He has recently returned from a 7-year stint in Singapore 

where he was the project manager for the Adam Park Project, a survey into the 1942 battlefield of 

the 1st Battalion of the Cambridgeshire Regiment. Jon is currently researching the life of the Scottish 

soldiers in Singapore in 1942 through the battalion records. The ‘Tartan Tenko’ project is well into 

the research phase with 3 years still to run. 
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A Visual Examination of the Battle of Prokhorovka – The Most Famous 

Tank Battle in History 

Dr. Ben Wheatley 
University of East Anglia 

 

Abstract 

The battle of Prokhorovka was steeped in Soviet legend (and myth) for many decades; this remained 

the case until post-Soviet era research revealed the reality of a Soviet armoured disaster. Building on 

this knowledge my new article ‘A Visual Examination of the Battle of Prokhorovka’ explored 

Luftwaffe reconnaissance images taken in the days and weeks immediately following the battle of 

Prokhorovka. The photographs provide the first visual confirmation across the battlefield of the 

demise of the 5th Guards Tank Army’s 18th and 29th Tank Corps’. The battle’s most famous 

locations are visualised; the anti-tank ditch, Hill 252.2, Oktiabrskiy state farm, Storozhevoye Woods 

and the site of Tiger tank duels on and close to Hill 241.6. The article has therefore verified the 

demise of the majority of the main attacking components of the 5th Guards Tank Army during the 

battle of Prokhorovka on 12 July 1943. The level of detailed information now available to us means it 

is possible to locate on photographs individual German tanks lost on the battlefield (there was only 

five) amongst the mass of Soviet tank losses. Historiography of the battle has evolved so radically 

over the last twenty years from an era when it was believed the Germans suffered a major war-

defining defeat with the loss of as many as 400 tanks (including 70 Tigers), to an era that recognizes 

(with respect) that a Soviet catastrophe occurred and that this catastrophe can now be visually 

verified. 

 

Speaker 

Ben Wheatley is a Modern European & Military historian. His research interests include Germany’s 

Second World War military operations on the Eastern Front, Nazi Empire building & occupation 

polices, the Holocaust, and the Second World War in broad terms. He also focuses on British 

intelligence, espionage and sabotage operations. His monograph British Intelligence and Hitler's 

Empire in the Soviet Union, 1941-1945 was published by Bloomsbury Academic in 2017. Ben has 

taught at undergraduate and postgraduate level with the University of East Anglia’s School of History 

and King’s College London’s Defence Studies Department. 
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“Identity discs have not proved satisfactory”: Identifying the Fallen 14-18 

Sarah Ashbridge 
University of Huddersfield 

 

Abstract 

In 1914 the British Army abandoned their aluminium identity discs in favour of a compressed fibre 

design. In April 1920 Sir Fabian Ware, founder of what is now the Commonwealth War Graves 

Commission acknowledged that “the chief reason of there being such a large number of unidentified 

is owing to the unsatisfactory material out of which the discs were made”.  The Commission had 

transformed the way in which the remains of lower ranked soldiers were buried, providing answers, 

locations and photographs to a nation in mourning. During the post-war efforts to clear the 

battlefields, identity discs played a role in only 45% of identifications. These results hindered the 

work of the Commission who built their policy around the sanctity of both the individual grave and 

the man who has no known grave.  This paper will consider how identity discs developed alongside 

evolving attitudes to military burial traditions; reflecting upon how their failures facilitated Ware’s 

work to ensure each fallen soldier was equally commemorated for all of perpetuity.  To conclude this 

paper will contemplate what this information means for archaeologists recovering the remains of 

the fallen from the First World War and for heritage professionals with identity discs in their 

collections. 

 

Speaker 

Sarah Ashbridge is an AHRC Heritage Consortium funded PhD researcher based at the Universities of 

Huddersfield and Bradford. Sarah completed a BA (hons) in History & Egyptology at the University of 

Liverpool, before undertaking an MSc in Forensic Archaeology and Crime Scene Investigation at the 

University of Bradford. Combining the two disciplines, Sarah's research now focuses on the global 

development of identity discs during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with a particular focus 

on the development of British identity discs used during the First World War, and the role they 

occupied within military burial traditions and the administration of death. 
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‘Masterpieces of Lightness and Simplicity’: Prostheses and Rehabilitation in 

Scotland in the First World War. 

Louise Bell 
Independent Researcher 

 

Abstract 

Over 1 million British men were left disabled by disease or injury as a result of the First World War. 

Around 41,000 British servicemen returned missing one or more limbs: this equated to 11,600 cases 

of lost arms and 29,400 cases of lost legs. With hospitals opening solely with the task of helping 

these limbless men, it was important that workshops for the production of artificial limbs were set 

up in Britain, in increasing numbers than there had been previously. One of the most well know of 

these was the Princess Louise Scottish Hospital for Limbless Sailors and Soldiers at Erskine House in 

Glasgow. Opened in October 1916, with, the eminent surgeon, Sir William Macewen at the helm, 

this institution was responsible for making artificial limbs and aiding with the rehabilitation of the 

users of them. Utilising the skills of local shipbuilders, and the stubbornness of Macewen, Erskine 

began to design and produce their own limbs, as well as later being part of the movement towards 

the standardisation of prostheses. Once fitted with limbs, the men linked to the hospital were also 

afforded the opportunity to undertake training in workshops set up on the site. Through the use of 

archival research, and prostheses held at the Science Museum, this paper will highlight the work 

undertaken at Erskine hospital, with regards to both limb production and rehabilitation, and set it 

into the wider British context of what was being done to help these limbless men. 

 

Speaker 

Louise Bell is an independent researcher; whose primary focus lies with those men who lost limbs as 

a result of the First World War. For most of the centenary, she was First World War Diverse Histories 

Researcher at The National Archives. Her first book was released in November last year, entitled: 

Images of The National Archives: Armistice. 
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Building the Trench War: An Archaeological View on the Evolution of 

Trench Construction in Flanders Fields 

Simon Verdegem 
Ruben Willaert bvba 

 
Birger Stichelbaut  
Ghent University 

 
Wouter Gheyle 

Ghent University 
 

Abstract 

During the last 10 years, increased infrastructural development in Flanders has resulted in a boost 

for archaeological research on the former battlefields of the First World War. The excavations, all 

carried out to modern standards, together form an enormous dataset, with opportunity to study in 

depth the evolution of the trench warfare. Due to the scale of the work, more often than not there is 

the opportunity to study in detail what are possibly the most iconic features of the First World War, 

the trenches themselves. These excavations show a huge variation in trench construction - though 

until now there has not been a thorough research of these different types. The recent excavations 

allow questions to be asked of the data. For instance, is it possible to see evolution in the way the 

trenches were built? And if so, is this a phenomenon common to both sides of the wire? Might it be 

possible to make a typology? And would that typology differ per region? Is it possible to be definite 

about trench differences between the different nations? And above all, can typological 

characteristics help to date trenches? This paper will provide answers to these questions, based on 

recent results of a detailed study into the evolution of trench construction. This synthesis study was 

subsidized by the Flemish Government. 

 

Speakers 

Simon Verdegem is an archaeological project leader for Ruben Willaert BVBA. He finished his 

Masters in History (2005) followed by a Masters in Archaeology (2007) at Ghent University. Starting 

work as an archaeologist in 2008, he gained experience while excavating all over Flanders, 

researching all periods. Since 2012, he excavated and directed excavations of varying sizes on First 

World War sites in Flanders. He is one of the organisers of an annual conference on Conflict 

Archaeology in Flanders, contributed to the exhibition ‘Traces of War’ on First World War 

archaeology and was one of the initiators of the DigHill80 project. 
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Dr. Birger Stichelbaut obtained his PhD in archaeology (FWO 2005-2009) at Ghent University in 2009. 

Since then, he coordinates the aerial photographic research as a postdoctoral researcher. His 

research focuses on the study of material remains and landscapes of war using non invasive remote 

sensing techniques and mainly historical aerial photographs. Besides scientific research he is also 

involved in the In Flanders Fields Museum in Ypres working on the aspect of the 'landscape as the 

Last Witness' and recently curated a major exhibition on WW1 conflict archaeology. 

 

Wouter Gheyle (°1980) is a scientific researcher at Ghent University. His main interest is in landscape 

archaeology and the use of remote sensing in archaeology. His PhD (Ghent, 2009) combined these 

for an interdisciplinary survey and analysis of archaeological sites in the Russian and Kazakh part of 

the Altay Mountains. His research also focusses on historical aerial photography and the archaeology 

of modern conflicts, primarily WWI and WWII. Especially the combination of non-invasive 

techniques, such as the analysis of Lidar-data and geophysical prospection next to aerial 

photography, is a powerful way of documenting the heritage. 
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General Wade's Roads: An Interdisciplinary Landscape 

Archaeology of Early-18th Century Scotland 

Keiran Machip 
Heritage and Archaeological Research Practice 

 

Abstract 

The military road network constructed by General Wade in the first half of the 18th century left a 

considerable mark on the Highland Scottish landscape. These road networks were to enable social, 

cultural and economic change in the Highlands as well as serving as practical pieces of military 

infrastructure. The optimal approach to take when seeking to understand the road network is an 

interdisciplinary one. Historical documentation, cartographic material and the physical remains are 

all vital in building a picture of how these roads impacted the surrounding landscape and population. 

Results from walkover surveys conducted by Heritage and Archaeological Research Practice (HARP) 

over the last 5 seasons will form the archaeological dataset for this paper. Historical and 

cartographical evidence has been looked at in relation to both local and wider historical themes at 

play between 1724 and the 1740’s. This paper will discuss the results and future prospects of an 

interdisciplinary approach to understanding the military roads and their evolving relationships 

throughout time.  Survey work has highlighted several fairly well preserved post-medieval 

settlements within 100m of the military road and documentary evidence is also available for these 

places. Further investigation of these settlements and further engagement with other physical 

aspects of the military roads will assist in understanding the landscapes of Jacobite-era Scotland, 

especially in areas where the military and civilian spheres come together. This paper will be using 

the area around the junction of the Crieff-Dalnacardoch road and Dunkeld to Inverness road as a 

case study.  

 

 

Speaker 

Kieran completed an MA (undergraduate) in history and archaeology at the University of Glasgow in 

2016. Following this, he went on to graduate again from the University of Glasgow with an MLitt in 

Conflict Archaeology and Heritage in 2018. Kieran first began working with Heritage and 

Archaeological Research Practice as a student in 2016, and has continued to work with them since 

graduating. Kieran’s primary research interest is in the military road network pioneered by General 

George Wade in the time of the Jacobite Risings. Through his work with HARP, Kieran has worked 

within the commercial sector and in community archaeology. 
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Are Written Records Created During War Accurate, Honest and Truthful? 

William Spencer 
History, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

The public records preserved at The National Archives in Kew, represent the activities of the State in 

peace and at war. The files record many ideas and concepts which never came to fruition and 

significant events in history, many of which we now take for granted. Records created in peacetime 

may have evolved more slowly and with more thought. However, were written records created 

during war and perhaps in earnest, accurate, honest and truthful? From forgeries, to files containing 

information which was nothing but speculation, to accidental factual errors. This paper will discuss 

some of the archives of war preserved in The National Archives at Kew and why through no fault of 

the organisation, some of the records held by them, should not be considered as reliable. In an 

institution which holds those records selected for preservation and which represent the activities of 

the State at any given time, are public records to be trusted? 

 

Speaker 

William Spencer served in the Fleet Air Arm from 1980-1993 and saw operational service on 848 

Squadron in the Falklands in 1982. Joining the Public Record Office in 1993, he has written a number 

of guides to the archives of the now National Archives, including Army Service Records of The First 

World War (TNA 4th Ed 2008) and Medals: The Researcher’s Guide (TNA 2006). William left the 

National Archives in 2018 after being Principal Military Specialist since 2007, to focus on his own 

research. William holds and MA in War Studies from KCL and is currently carrying out doctoral 

research on the official records of the Falklands War and memory at the University of Glasgow. 
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Ghosts in the Metal: WWII British Campaign Medals 

Jesper Ericsson 
The Hunterian 

 

Abstract 

From the introduction of the Waterloo Medal in 1816 until 1943, British military campaign medals 

were officially personalised through engraving or stamping. Yet during the Second World War, the 

government’s Honours Committee ruled that this practice should cease. Campaign medals 

representing theatres of conflict were only made available to those who claimed them and sent out 

without any form of individualisation. Cost was the main consideration, yet the decision created 

‘ghost’ medals impossible to attribute to service personnel if a medal became separated from 

supporting material. Many veterans decided not to claim medals until decades after the cessation of 

hostilities. Some never claimed their allocation at all. A recent example is that of the author, Roald 

Dahl, who saw active service as a fighter pilot in the Royal Air Force in North Africa and Greece. After 

submitting a claim, his family received four newly-struck medals in December 2018. They arrived as 

per the original Honours Committee specifications – unnamed. This paper seeks to cover a brief 

history of British campaign medals, focusing on those from the Second World War, explore the 

ramifications of the Honours Committee decision and discuss how museums interpret these objects 

in their collections. Campaign medals were hard-earned by those who claimed them. Each one 

represents an individual narrative in the greater canvas of 1939 – 1945. Tragically, thousands of 

these stories are lost. Can the individual tales hidden in these medals ever be recovered, or will they 

only ever represent ghosts in the metal? 

 

Speaker 

Born in Sweden, Jesper grew up in the UK, graduating with a master’s in history from the University 

of Edinburgh. In 2004, he experienced a eureka moment about working in museums when attending 

a living history event and a British ‘paratrooper’ pointed a machine gun at his car. Jesper began his 

career working at the National Museum of Flight in East Lothian, before serving a long and 

rewarding term of enlistment as Curator of The Gordon Highlanders Museum in Aberdeen. He joined 

The Hunterian in 2015 and became Curator of Numismatics on 1 May 2019. One of his proudest 

moments is featuring in a well-known war comic as a Norwegian resistance fighter. 
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War Through the Eyes of the Toy Soldier: Social Reactions to Conflict in the 

Interwar Period 

Euan Loarridge 
History, University of Glasgow 

 

Abstract 

Toy Soldiers are perhaps one the most emblematic examples of material culture produced in late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century Western Society. Manufactured primarily in Western 

Europe, these figurines were exported across the world in pre-painted sets representing the 

historical and contemporary armies of the major European empires. Prior to the First World War, the 

United Kingdom had experienced a ‘toy soldier craze’ with William Britains of London, the country’s 

leading manufacturer, casting nearly 30,000 figures a day. This craze continued into the Interwar 

period as the UK grew to become the world’s largest exporter of toy soldiers. At the same time, 

these objects took on various societal roles, being regarded as important teaching instruments and 

indicators of mental development. This paper is based on the author’s article ‘War through the eyes 

of the toy soldier: a material study of the legacy and impact of conflict 1880 – 1945’, recently 

published in Critical Military Studies. It focuses its attention on the Interwar Period between the First 

and Second World Wars and seeks to illustrate the impact of past, present and future warfare on the 

manufacture of cast-lead toy soldiers. It draws on the analysis of a selection of sets and accessories 

manufactured by William Britains of London in the two decades between 1918 and 1939. It aims to 

demonstrate not only how the toy soldier manufacture responded to contemporary events, but how 

they can illustrate changes in societal concerns in the aftermath of the First World War and the 

looming shadow of the Second. 

 

Speaker 

Euan Loarridge is a doctoral candidate exploring the creation and maintenance of community in 

Glasgow’s WW1 combat infantry battalions. His research is based at the University of Glasgow 

where he is an associate of the University Archives and a graduate of the Centre for Battlefield 

Archaeology. He was a member of the University of Glasgow’s WW1 Centenary Commemoration 

group and since 2016 has acted as assistant finds officer for the archaeological survey of the 1815 

Waterloo Battlefield undertaken by Waterloo Uncovered. He has featured in several segments for 

BBC Radio Scotland and worked as historical adviser for the 2018 Netflix movie Outlaw King. 

 


